
Slate Introduction

Examining Student Progress 
Fall Term 2017 

After the class gets rolling, you will want to be able to check on student progress. The 
preceding previews may have already demonstrated ways to see what’s going on in the 
classroom: just to make it perfectly clear, here are some examples. 

Log into Slate, select Tools, then choose Teacher Task Dashboard. 

● Choose Intro to Slate from the 
drop down menu. 

● Listed on the left are the 
assignments in this class, with 
student names arranged across 
the top. 

● The legend on the bottom 
explains the various symbols in 
the table 

● In this example, most students 
have completed the task. 
though one student did not 
submit  either task.  

● One student has been 
reassigned a revision. 

● Another student has not been 
assigned one task (tasks can be 
assigned only to selected 
students, or unassigned from 
specific students). 

● From this same window, you 
can have a closer look at what 
a student has done on a 
particular task. 

● Double-click on the top left cell 
(orange arrow), representing 
Alyssa Abernathy’s work on 
the Vietnam War artifact 
Analysis task. 
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● the resulting window should look familiar: you 
saw it before when you evaluated this student’s 
work. the student name is at the top, followed by 
deadlines and the connected skills. below are the 
evaluations for this task. 

● in this example, observe that the task is connected 
to two different indicators (within the same 
standard). the student need not earn the same 
evaluation in each. 

● at this point you could change the evaluation by 
Unaccepting the task, re-evaluating the work, and 
treating it the same as you would have before. 

● (eventually this continuum will be populated with 
BT, OT, AT...for now, assume 9 = BT, 10 = OT, and 
11 = AT) 
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You can get a more overall look at a student’s progress by going to the Competency 
Dashboard. Select Tools, then choose Competency Dashboard. 

● use the Students drop-down to select students in the SLATE-001 
course. 

● for this example, we will examine a Science standard, so select 
Science from the Content Area drop-down. 

● since this example represents a Science course connected to the 
Matter & Energy standard, choose that standard for a closer look by 
clicking on it. 

● the example at right shows that this student is working on the 
Graduation Benchmark level of the standard (the green color offers a 
hint, and the GB prefixes give it away). this student has demonstrated 
three indicators three times, but others only once or twice. 

● the percent bar at the top (78%) is a simple percentage of 
demonstrations and opportunities. it does not show, for example, 
that this student has demonstrated consistent proficiency in only half 
of the indicators. 

● the value in red is a simple average of the given scores (which are not 
the anticipated Target-based scores). 

● for a closer look, click on one of the completed tasks (any green box 
will do: the example below follows the indicator denoted by the 
orange arrow) 

 

● the next window displays the 
the two tasks connected to this 
indicator. 

● the table includes the 
submission date, describes the 
type and name of the 
experience, as well as the 
general description (selected 
when evaluating the work). 

● click on the second assignment 
to reveal the details, including 
posting details, edit/delete 
options, and a link to the 
evidence submitted. 

● from this same window you 
can view the student’s 
evaluations on any of the 
Matter & Energy standards. 

● you can use this same window 
to view other Science 
standards, or any other student 
in the selected class. 
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● it is also possible to have a more 
comprehensive look at a student and 
a content area.  

● close the window from the above 
example.  

● at the top of the column, click on the 
first student (Alysha Abernathy) to 
open a new window. (the screenshot 
at right is reduced 50% to show a 
more comprehensive, but far less 
readable, version of the window.) 

● recent progress is included in the top 
right box. 

● scrolling through the window 
reveals evaluations on all the 
Science standards. 

● other content areas can be selected 
with the drop-down at the top left. 
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